Intended for Grades: 10–12 Est. Time: 2-4 periods
Lesson Title: TRUTH, JUSTICE, & THE PONO WAY
Lesson Purpose: Students will:
* Learn about the Law of the Splintered Paddle
* Explore the universal concepts of justice, mercy & forgiveness
* Design and deliver a personal doctrine about “Truth, Justice & the Pono Way”
Materials & Preparation:
*Student Handouts
1. Law of the Splintered Paddle (see below)
2. Mercy vs. Justice - 6 Virtues
* Writing paper and pen for each student
* Chart paper/pens for each group
Background Information:
The concept of “living pono” is an important one to explore at different ages; it
frequently guides younger children in schools, but might not be re-visited when their
cognitive and emotional strengths are more developed in high school. Understanding of
how to live in peace and harmony with everyone and everything can support all youth
as they continue to make daily choices on how to treat others, care for themselves, and
mālama, or care for where they live.
This activity of creating a personal doctrine about truth, justice, and living pono
encourages students to gain additional knowledge about these values and the time to
internalize them into a personal message of what they believe.
Steps:
1. Discuss the purpose of this assignment. Let students know they will explore the
concepts of truth, justice, and the pono way of living through research, a story, a
reading, discussion, and reflection. After writing personal belief statements, the class
will synthesize ideas to create a school doctrine about E Ola Pono, living pono.
2. Ask students to share what they already know about the following:
- Meaning of the words truth and justice
- What pono means, and what the pono way might mean
- What a doctrine is
3. Create class definitions for the following terms, with students doing the research.
Chart the terms and key meanings

Truth: fact, reality, and honesty, etc.
Justice: fairness, validity, righteousness, and impartiality, etc.
Pono: righteous, goodness, upright, moral qualities, correct or proper procedure, etc.
Forgiveness: mercy, compassion, sympathy, understanding, leniency, benevolence, kindness
Doctrine: policy, principle, set of guidelines, ideas taught as truth, belief, creed, etc.
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4. Ask students to share anything they know about the story of The Splintered Paddle
from Hawaiian history. Invite them to talk about Kamehameha I, including what he did
and the values he represented.
5. Divide the class into 4-5 groups and have them sit in close discussion circles.
Distribute the story of the Splintered Paddle. Share instructions below and then
facilitate small group reading and talk story time:
- Ask students to read aloud the story of the Splintered Paddle.
- Instruct that after reading, each group is to discuss and identify the concepts of
*Justice, *Truth, *Pono, & *Mercy/Forgiveness, as they pertain to this story.
(Write terms on board with brief instructions; support groups as needed.)
- Providing IPads, computers, or dictionaries to each group, ask them to also research
these key terms to gain deeper understandings.
- Write 3 or more key insights or thoughts from your group discussion; then select
someone to briefly share your group’s insights with the class.
Each group will take one concept, mercy, justice, truth or forgiveness and will research
that concept and be prepared to share back to the large group. After each group has
done their presentation – the class will come up with their own “Truth, Justice and the
Pono Way doctrine ” and how that can be applied in a school.
* Build connections: Tap into student’s prior knowledge
*Explain activity guidelines (I.e.: available time; supplies; expectations and protocols).

Truth: fact, reality, and honesty, etc.
Justice: fairness, validity, righteousness, and impartiality, etc.
Pono: righteous, goodness, upright, moral qualities, correct or proper procedure, etc.
Doctrine: policy, principle, set of guidelines, ideas taught as truth, belief, creed, etc.
Forgiveness: mercy, compassion, sympathy, understanding, leniency, benevolence, kindness

Three helpful guidelines for peer critique can be shared: Be Kind, Be Specific, Be
Helpful
(From educator Ron Berger, author of An Ethic of Excellence; Building a Culture of Craftsmanship with
Students)
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Reflection Questions:
Does justice and mercy contradict each other?
In story of the Law of the Splintered Paddle – identify the concepts justice, mercy
and forgiveness
What does forgiveness have to do with justice?
Is Justice always fair?
What did you learn that might be helpful in the future?
Resources:

http://www.hawaiiforgivenessproject.org/stories.htm#sources
http://atheism.about.com/library/FAQs/phil/blphil_eth_mercyjustice.htm

Classification of 6 Virtues and 24 Character Strengths (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004)
Introduction
In Hawai'i, we live in a land that radiates the spirit of Aloha to the world, a land whose
original people practiced Ho'oponopono, a walk of balance in our islands. We seek a
living re-connection between all the peoples of modern Hawai'i and the first Hawaiians,
to their values and insights, and we will share that wisdom with the world.
We want to deeply understand and experience all the facets of the diamond of
forgiveness. For the many world cultures that have come to our islands, forgiveness is
one of the keys to a meaningful life. We envision a community that embraces
forgiveness as a basic skill of life -- the ability to be renewed. Not to forget, but to deeply
re-member.
We seek to weave forgiveness into the fabric of our personal, social, cultural, legal,
economic, educational, and spiritual life. Our mission is to reach out to all the
communities that make up Hawai'i today:
* By establishing a forum for continued conversations and life experiences centered on
forgiveness;
* By providing a resource for information, ideas and tools, for workshops and special
events on forgiveness;
* By developing our personal deep knowledge of forgiveness, exploring its many roots in
world religions, philosophies, history and the arts, and regularly practicing what we are
learning; and
* By honoring those among us who embody forgiveness in their life's path, and sharing
their stories in creative ways.
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The Law of the Splintered Paddle
King Kamehameha’s Story
“For America and for the world, we will provide
a true, heartfelt, and practical connection to
traditional Hawaiian ideals, with forgiveness at the
center.”
The Editor -

Michael North

King Kamehameha I, the first ruler who united all the Hawaiian Islands, lived before
European influence became strong in the central Pacific, from 1758 to 1819. He had a
reputation for independence, strength, justice and compassion, combined with a fierce
determination to unite the people of Hawai‘i.
Kamehameha's proclamation of Mamalahoe - The Law of the Splintered Paddle,
came about in a unique way. His story of compassion and forgiveness has been passed
down through nearly two centuries, from Kingdom to Republic to Territory to State, and
is included today in the Constitution of the State of Hawai‘i.
Story suggested by Ramsay Taum, researched & written by Hawai'i Forgiveness Project from
online sources at Kamehameha Schools, the University of Hawai'i Law School, and the State
Constitution. For more info, see http://www.hawaiiforgivenessproject.org/stories.htm#sources

Mamalahoe - The Law of the Splintered Paddle
The young royal warrior Kamehameha, headstrong with youth, was paddling a war canoe with
his men near the shoreline of Ke'eau in the Puna district on Hawai‘i Island. Seeking a place to
rest, they came upon some commoners fishing on a beach and attacked them. All escaped, except
for two men who stayed behind to defend a man carrying a child on his back.
During the struggle, the young chief's foot caught in some lava rocks, and he was trapped there.
One of the fishermen struck Kamehameha on the head with a paddle, and the paddle splintered.
It was a blow that could have killed the young future King.
The man who hit him in defense of the child allowed Kamehameha to survive. The young chief
never forgot this act of forgiveness. This commoner taught Kamehameha that all human life is
precious and deserves respect, and that the strong must not mistreat the weak.
Kamehameha could have taken revenge on the fisherman, but he learned from the experience
instead, and made forgiveness part of Hawai‘i's heritage, and its future.
Years later, King Kamehameha I proclaimed Mamalahoe, the Law of the Splintered Paddle. It
provides that any old person, woman, or child may "lie by the roadside in safety." This means
that anyone who is weak is entitled to protection, assistance, and respect, even from the King.
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Mercy vs. Justice - A Clash of Virtues
Source: Austin Cline
“True virtues are not supposed to clash - at least that is the ideal. Our
personal interests or baser instincts may at times conflict with the virtues we are
trying to cultivate, but higher virtues themselves are always supposed to be in
harmony with one another. How, then, do we explain the apparent conflict between
the virtues of mercy and justice?
For Plato, justice was one of the four cardinal virtues (along with
temperance, courage, and wisdom). Aristotle, Plato's student, expanded the notion
of virtue by arguing that virtuous conduct must occupy some middle ground
between behavior that is excessive and behavior that is deficient. Aristotle called
this concept the "Golden Mean," and so a person of moral maturity is one who
seeks that mean in all that she does.
For both Plato and Aristotle, the Golden mean of justice could be located in
the concept of fairness. Justice, as fairness, means that people get exactly what
they deserve - no more, no less. If they get more, something is excessive; if they
get less, something is deficient. It might be profoundly difficult to figure out
exactly what it is that a person *does deserve, but in principle perfect justice is
about perfectly matching people and actions to their desserts.
It isn't difficult to see why justice would be a virtue. A society where bad
people get more and better than they deserve while good people get less and worse
than they deserve is one that is corrupt, inefficient, and ripe for revolution. It is, in
fact, the basic premise of all revolutionaries that society is unjust and needs to be
reformed at a basic level. Perfect justice would thus appear to be a virtue not only
because it is fair, but also because it results in a more peaceful and harmonious
society overall.
At the same time, mercy is often regarded as an important virtue - a society
where no one ever showed or experienced mercy would be one which is stifling,
restrictive, and would appear to be lacking in the basic principle of kindness. That
is odd, however, because mercy essentially requires that justice *not be done. One
needs to understand here that mercy isn't a matter of being kind or nice, although
such qualities may lead one to be more likely to show mercy. Mercy also isn't the
same thing as sympathy or pity.
What mercy entails is that something *less than justice be one. If a convicted
criminal asks for mercy, he is asking that he receive a punishment that is less than
what he is really due. When a Christian begs God for mercy, she is asking that God
punish her less than what God is justified in doing. In a society where mercy
reigns, doesn't that require that justice be abandoned?
Perhaps not, because justice also isn't the opposite of mercy: if we adopt the
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premises of virtue ethics as described by Aristotle, we would conclude that mercy
lies between the vices of cruelty and uncaring, while justice lies between the vices
of cruelty and softness. So, both are contrasted with the vice of cruelty, but still
they aren't the same, and are in fact often at odds with one another.
And make no mistake, they are indeed often in conflict. There is a great
danger in showing mercy because if used too often or in the wrong circumstances,
it can actually undermine itself. Many philosophers and legal theorists have noted
that the more one pardons crimes, the more one also emboldens criminals, because
you are essentially telling them that their chances of getting away without paying
the proper price have increased. That, in turn, is one of the things which drives
revolutions: the perception of that the system is unfair.
Justice is required because a good and functioning society requires the
presence of justice - as long as people trust that justice will be done, they will
better be able to trust one another. Mercy, however, is also required because as A.
C. Grayling has written, "we all need mercy ourselves." The remission of moral
debts may embolden sin, but it may also embolden virtue by giving people a
second chance.
Virtues are traditionally conceived as standing midway between two vices;
while justice and mercy may be virtues rather than vices, is it conceivable that
there is yet another virtue that is midway between them? A golden mean among
golden means? If there is, it has no name - but knowing when to show mercy and
when to show strict justice is the key in navigating through the dangers that an
excess of either may threaten.
Classification of 6 Virtues and 24 Character Strengths
(Peterson & Seligman, 2004)

Virtue and Strength
1. Wisdom and Knowledge: Creativity, Curiosity, Open-Mindedness, Love of Learning,
Perspective
2. Courage: Authenticity, Bravery, Persistence, Zest
3. Humanity: Kindness, Love, Social Intelligence
4. Justice: Fairness, Leadership, Teamwork
5. Temperance: Forgiveness, Modesty, Prudence, Self-Regulation
6. Transcendence: Appreciation of Beauty and Excellence, Gratitude, Hope, Humor &
Religiousness
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Sometimes in life, the missing piece is the missing peace.

“I’m the one I want”

Margaret Cho is my Home girl
I love Margaret Cho ! Her humor, her
positivity, her activism, her voice and her
beauty all continuously awe me. She is a
proponent of loving yourself, and has such
a positivity. She speaks candidly about
everything from sex, to body image, to
Identity, to race. And I find her incredibly
inspiring. She’s sexy, funny and a real role
model.

"You, yourself, as much as anybody
in the entire universe,
deserve love and affection.”
Buddha

